Snejat shines in College Making, Sangnet in Poster Making

JAMMU, Sept 30: In an enthralling competition, Sangnet and Snejat shone in College Making, while Snejat shone in Poster Making.

Excellence Correspondent

JAMMU: Sept 30: College Making Competition was held in the University of Jammu today. The competition was organized by Department of Art and Design.

The students of the University of Jammu, who participated in the competition, were divided into different groups. Each group had to create a poster design that followed a certain theme.

In College Making Competition, Jasneet shone, while in Poster Making, Snejat shone. Jasneet shone with his creative and innovative ideas, while Snejat shone with his technical and practical skills.

JAMMU, Sept 30: The Cell on Biological Sciences in the University of Jammu today organized a workshop on “Cell Biology”.

The workshop was attended by the students of the University and was delivered by Dr. G. S. Gill, a renowned expert in the field of cell biology.

In the workshop, Dr. Gill explained the basic concepts of cell biology, including the structure and function of cells, the processes that occur within cells, and the interactions between cells and their environment.

He also discussed the latest developments in the field of cell biology, including the role of cells in diseases such as cancer and diabetes, and the potential of cells for regenerative medicine.

Dr. Gill encouraged the students to ask questions and participate in discussions, and he concluded the workshop by emphasizing the importance of cell biology in understanding the complex processes that occur within living organisms.

Goddow's silver helps Indiainside top-10 at Asian Games

India's women's hockey team defeated Pakistan 3-2 to secure silver in the Asian Games.
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